
Our growing company is looking for a reward manager. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for reward manager

Responsible for all local insurances
Contribute to the further development of Reward programs and strategic
management of our Benefits Portal via a third party
Support alignment of Reward processes, review and secure consistency on
policies, procedures and practices within global guidelines
Develop and recommend benefits programs, salary policy lines,
administrative procedures, incentives, bonuses, stock options, and other
special payment plans for specific segments of the population
Participate in negotiation of agreements with insurance carriers and financial
institutions for administration of benefits programs and provides technical
backup to union negotiations on benefits matters
Assure that required records and reports are maintained and issued
Create a reward framework for the region aligned to BSI’s global reward
policies & principles
Identifying current reward gaps to best practise, develop proposal for
changing/increasing benefits to support BSI APAC becoming an employer of
choice
Work with Country MD/GM’s and HR leads to complete global grading
calibration, ensuring all roles across the region are graded properly and
aligned to the global framework
Manage the annual pay review and bonus process across the region within
global reward timelines
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Support day to day HR service delivery for Director and above roles such as
building offer proposal, establishing appropriate benchmarking for new job
function
Ensure award is delivered in alignment with global guidelines
Support day to day HR service delivery for Director and above roles, such as
reviewing offer proposal, establishing appropriate benchmarking for new job
function
Support HR and senior leadership team through training in reward
management
Create, maintain and execute against a schedule of on-going remuneration
compliance activities such as multi-tier review and approval of identified staff
lists, remuneration policy statements, disclosures for covered entities and
funds
Conduct compensation analysis for both remuneration regulation matters
broad-based and incentive compensation plans as needed


